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Abstract

A piezoelectric sensor-based health monitoring technique using a two-step support vector machine (SVM) classifier
is developed for railroad track damage identification. A built-in active sensing system composed of two PZT patches
was investigated in conjunction with both impedance and guided wave propagation methods to detect two kinds of
damage in a railroad track (hole-damage 0.5cm in diameter at the web section and transverse cut damage 7.5cm in
length and 0.5cm in depth at the head section). Two damage-sensitive features were separately extracted from each
method: a) feature 1: root mean square deviations (RMSD) of impedance signatures, and b) feature II: sum of square of
wavelet coefficients for maximum energy mode of guided waves. By defming damage indices from these two damage
sensitive features, a two-dimensional damage feature (2-D DF) space was made. In order to enhance the damage
identification capability of the current active sensing system, a two-step SVM classifier was applied to the 2-D DF
space. As a result, optimal separable hyper-planes (OSH) were successfully established by the two-step SVM classifier:
Damage detection was accomplished by the first step-SVM, and damage classification was carried out by the second
step-SVM. Finally, the applicability of the proposed two-step SVM classifier has been verified by thirty test patterns
prepared in advance from the intact state and two damage states.
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1. Introduction

Recently, a smart health monitoring system inclu
ding low-cost but high-effect smart sensors such as
piezoelectric sensors, optical fiber sensors, MEMS
sensors, and wireless sensors, has emerged as a new
structural health monitoring (SHM) strategy. In
particular, a built-in SHM system using piezoelectric
lead zirconate titanate (PZT) material has been
prevalently investigated based on two kinds of
significant damage detection methods: (a) irnpedance
based damage detection (Giurgiutiu and Rogers,
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1997; Tseng et at., 2000; Park, G et at., 2003 ; Park,
S. et at., 2005) and (b) guided wave propagation
based damage detection (Giurgiutiu et at.,
2003 ; Staszewski et at., 2004 ; Park, S. et at., 2006b).
In this context, the present study introduces a built-in
active sensing system in conjunction with both
impedance and guided wave propagation methods to
detect damage incurred in the section of a railroad
track. And, a two-step SVM classifier is combined
with the active sensing system for damage identification.

2. Pezoelectric sensor-based SHM techniques

2.1 Impedance-based damage detection technique

The coupling effect of the electro-mechanical
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup for impedance-based damage
detection.

I;:~ (Re,.(_ZN(UJ,))-Re(Zo(UJ,))i x100RMSD(%)=
Ii:l (Re(Zo(UJ,))i

(2)

Guided waves have been extensively utilized for
damage detection of various kinds of structures due to
their propagation properties that are highly sensitive
to any discontinuities in materials (Staszewski et al.,
2004). In particular, Lamb waves are the most widely
used guided waves for damage detection techniques.
Lamb waves are dispersive plate waves that indicate
elastic perturbations propagating in a solid medium
with doubly free boundaries, for which displacements
occur both in parallel and perpendicular to the
direction of wave propagation (Vtktorov et aI., 1967).
If a set of transmitting and receiving PZT patches are
placed on a structure, the received wave signal con
tains information about the integrity of the structure
between two PZT patches. Unfortunately, however,
the guided Lamb wave testing gets complicated by
the dispersive nature and the multiple modes of the
Lamb waves. Therefore, an attempt to fmd out a
specific mode from the guided Lamb waves in the
host structure should be made as shown in Fig. 3. In
the present study, a specific mode that has maximum
energy is considered. The experimental setup for the
guided wave propagation-based damage detection
techniques consists of a function generator with an
amplifier, a digital oscilloscope, a personal computer
that can control Matlab programs for data acquisition,
signal processing and damage diagnosis, and a built
in PZT patch structural system, as shown in Fig. 4.
Wavelet analysis can be implemented for a joint time
frequency analysis of the guided waves (Jeong et al.,
2000). Using a selected mother wavelet function,

2.2 Guided wave propagation-based damage detec
tion technique

where Z(~)is the post-damage impedance signature
at the i-th measurement point and Zo(~) is the pre
damage value at the i-th measurement point, is used.
Recently, an outlier analysis to obtain an optimal
threshold value for damage detection was success
fully applied to the impedance methods by Park, S. et
al.2006a.

the impedance-based damage detection technique,
root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the
impedance signatures given by
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where C is the zero-load capacitance of the PZT
and K31 IS the electromechanical coupling
coefficient of the PZT (Giurgiutiu and Rogers, 1997).
Changes of the mechanical properties of the host
structure may be detected by monitoring the
variations of the electro-mechanical impedance
functions shown in Eq. (l). The experimental setup
for the impedance-based damage detection techniques
consists of an impedance analyzer (HP4194A), a
personal computer that can control Matlab programs
for data acquisition, signal processing and damage
diagnosis, and a built-in PZT patch structural system,
as illustrated in Fig. 2. For damage quantification of

impedance of a system with PZT and a host structure
can be conceptually investigated as shown in Fig. 1
(Giurgiutiu and Rogers, 1997). The mechanical as
pects of the PZT are described by its short-circuited
mechanical impedance. The host structure is repre
sented by its driving point mechanical impedance,
which includes the effects of mass, stiffness, damping,
and boundary conditions. The apparent electro-me
chanical impedance of the PZT, as coupled to the host
structure, is given by

Fig. I. Electro-mechanical system between PZT and host
structure (Giurgiutiu and Rogers 1997).
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Fig. 5. Non-linear support vector machine (SVM) (Vapnik et
(11.1995)

step', respectively, and i is the nwnber of data
points.
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Fig. 3. Lamb waves dispersion curves.
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3. Damage index approach

Fig. 4. Experimental setup for guided wave propagation
damage detection techniques.

where R denotes RMSD, Ci refers to wavelet
coefficients of the corresponding wave mode, the
superscripts d and 0 are 'after a corresponding

(6)

(7)

S =((x!, Yj ),···, (xN , YN))

(w·x)+b=O

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is an auto
mated learning system that uses a hypothesis space of
linear functions in a high dimensional feature space
(Vapnik el ai., 1995). The simplest model is called a
linear SVM, and it works for data that are linearly
separable in the original feature space only. In the
early 1990s, nonlinear classification using the same
procedure as the linear SVM became possible by the
introduction of nonlinear functions called kernel
functions without being conscious of actual mapping
space (Vapnik et ai., 1995). This exiended technique
of nonlinear feature spaces is called nonlinear SVM
and is illustrated in Fig. 5. Asswne a training sample
S consisting of vectors Xi ERn with i =1, ... ,N ,
and each vector Xi belongs to either of two classes
and thus is given a label Yi E {-I, I}. The pair of
(w, b) defines a separating hyper-plane given by the
following equation:

4. Damage identification using support vector

machines

where w and b are arbitrary constants. However,
Eq. (7) can possibly separate any part of the feature
space, therefore one needs to establish an optimal
separating hyper-plane (OSH) that divides S
leaving all the points of the same class on the same
side, while maximizing the margin which is the
distance of the closest point of S. The closest vector
XI is called support vector and the OSH (w',b')
can be determined by solving an optimization
problem. The resulting SVM is called as the maximal
margin SVM. In order to rela,,- the situation, the
maximal margin SVM is generalized by introducing
non-negative slack variables Q=(Q"Q2,·,qN) as
follows:

(5)

(4)_IRd -Rol
DFx - R O

DF = It(Ci
d

)2 - t(CiO)21
Y I

L(C
i
O)2

j=l

signal x(t) is defmed as

(Wf)(b, a) = ft<><> X(O-i=II/(l-b)dl (3)
-- va a

where the continuous variables a and b are the
scale and translation parameters, respectively. In the
present study, a "Morlet wavelet" is employed as a
mother wavelet function (Sooo el ai., 2003).

In this study, two kinds of damage-sensitive fea
tures are utilized: a) feature 1: root mean square
deviations (RMSD) of impedance signatures, and b)
feature II: sum of square of wavelet coefficients for
maximum energy mode of the guided waves. From
these features, appropriate damage indices, which
should reflect changes in the received data due to
damage, are proposed as follows:
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(10)

5. Validation of the proposed approach
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damage 7.5cm in length and 0.5cm in depth at the
head section) were artificially inflicted sequentially,
as illustrated in Fig. 6. First, the baseline signals were
recorded in conjunction with both impedance and
guided waves. Impedance measurement was carried
out over a frequency range of 40 kHz to 50 kHz at
PZT # 1. Concurrently, a single pair of pitch-catch
guided wave propagation data with an input signal of
3-cycle 50 kHz sine fllllction in a magnitude of lOY
at PZT # 1 was recorded at PZT #2, and mode
selection was performed through a wavelet analysis.
Measurement under a different sensor configuration
wherein PZT #1 and PZT #2 (pZT #1 +--+ PZT #2) are
switched each other was also performed for both
methods with the purpose to be used as test patterns
to verify the effectiveness of the proposed SVM
classifier. The same procedures were repeated ten
times by considering temperature varying application
for all damage cases. Ten training patterns for each
case were generated from repeating heating and
cooling using hair dryer at a range of lOoC to 60°C.
The typical results are displayed in Figs. 7 and 8,
respectively. The damage-sensitive features explained
previously were extracted, as shown in Fig. 9. As
shown in Fig. 9(a), it was clearly observed from the
several time repeated measurements that feature I
could not detect the hole damage, even though it
could detect the cut damage. In addition, Fig. 9(b)
presents that feature II did not show any visible
changes due to either damage. In order to overcome

Fig. 7. Impedance signatures at PZT #1.

Fig. 6. Test specimen and a built-in PZT patch.

(9)

1
Minimize d(w')=-(w'.w')+C2:q;,

2
subject to Yi (( W '. Xi ) + b') :2: 1- q;,

i=1,2, ...,N, ;:2:0. (8)

(<I>(x)· <I>(xi)) = K(x, xi)

K(x,xJ = (x· Xi +1)' polynomial kernel function

K(x,xJ =exP(Jx;;J) radial basis kernel function

K(x,xJ = exp(- JII:~:iI12) exponentail radial basis kernel function

K(x,xJ = tanh(a(x· xJ+,8) sigmoid kernel function

where d, (7, a, and j3 are parameters.

The purpose of the extra term CL';i , where
i = 1, ... , N, is to maintain control of the number of
misclassified vectors. The parameter C can be
regarded as a regularization parameter. The aSH
tends to maximize the minimum distance of l/w
with a small C, and minimize the number of mis
classified vectors with a large C. To solve the case
of nonlinear decision surfaces, the aSH is carried out
by nonlinearly transforming a set of original feature
vectors Xi into a high-dimensional feature space by
mapping <1>: Xi H Z i and then performing the linear
separation. However, it requires an enormous
computation of inner products (<I>(x)· <I>(x;) in the
high-dimensional feature space. A kernel fllllction that
satisfies the Mercer's theorem given in Eq. (9)
significantly reduces this process (Vapnik et at., 1995).
The most widely utilized kernel fllllction machines
with convolution fllllction are given in Eq. (10) (Duda
et al., 2000). The appropriate kernel fllllction machine
and its parameters can be selected based on the
criteria to maximize the minimum distance of l/w
in Eq. (8) and to minimize the number of the support
vectors (Mita et at. 2004).

An experimental study was carried out to validate
the applicability of the proposed approach for health
monitoring of a railroad track. A railroad track section
with a length of 140 cm was used as a test specimen,
as shown in Fig. 6. Two PZT patches of 2.5cm x
2.5cm were surface mounted with a distance of
900mm on the sidewall of the web of the specimen.
Two kinds of damage (hole-damage 0.5cm in
diameter at the web section and transverse cut
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2

-Wavelet response signal

6. Conclusions

these deficiencies, the damage indices defined in Eqs.
(4) and (5) were calculated, and plotted on a two
dimensional damage feature (2-D DF) space. As
shown in Figure 10, it is observed that two kinds of
damage were discriminated from the intact state on
the 2-D DF space. Moreover, the optimal separable
hyper-planes (OSH) were successfully established by
using the previously described two-step SVM classi
fier. Specifically, damage detection was performed by
the first step-SVM [Fig. lO(a)], and damage classi
fication was carried out by the second step-SVM (Fig.
10(b)). Finally, thirty test patterns prepared in ad
vance were investigated to verify the effectiveness of
the proposed SVM classifiers. The obtained results
indicate that SVM classifier yields excellent damage
identification performance, as shown in Fig. 11.
Every output except one test pattern gave the same
values as the own original target values (damage
estimation rate of 96.67 %).

A built-in active sensing system using a two-step
support vector machine (SVM) classifier was develo
ped for railroad track damage identification. The
current system composed of two PZT patches was
investigated in conjunction with both impedance and
guided wave-based damage detection methods to
detect real damage of the railroad. A two-step SVM
classifier was successfully combined with the system:
damage detection was performed by the first step
SVM and damage classification was carried out by
the second step-SVM. Finally, the applicability of the
proposed SVM classifier has been verified though
experiments where a damage estimation rate of
96.67% was obtained. The results reported here
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provide motivation to apply the current active sensing
system to in-service railroad track by implying the
automated on-line health monitoring technique.
Significant safety enhancement and cost savings are
expected through the wide implementation of these
novel methods for health monitoring of real-world
railroads.
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